Q1

1012 Lady Seat
if the free leg is stretch, but lower than front wheel,
it is ok? No devaluation?
Within the rules nothing is mentioned because of
the position, expect it is not allowed to touch the
handlebar with the leg or foot.
So no devaluation if the stretched leg is lower than
the frontwheel.

Q2

1012 Lady Seat
if the free leg is not stretch
- less than 20 degree is wave?
- more than 20 degree is 100%??
Correct.
Knee less than 20 degrees bent towards straight
line, devaluation one wave (1a-8).
Knee more than 20 degrees bent towards straight
line, devaluation 100% (8.1.043-1)

Q3

1016 Handlebarseat
about the position of “sit”
if sitting on the hip is ok.
But if sitting thigh, will be 100%
“Sitting” is not defined within the rules. So it is
allowed to sit at thigh or other parts of upper part
of the leg (as mentioned in the drawing at the right
side of this page)

Q4

1031 Frontstand
if the leg of standing
stand not stretch and the hip is touching the
handlebar (like sitting on the handlebar), is it
100%?
According rules “stand in front of handlebar”. This
means that the rider has to stand (Stretched leg
is not in the rules!) If the rider is leaning too much,
backwards over the handlebar; kind of sitting on the
handlebar, is not “standing” anymore and it is
allowed to give a devaluation of 100% (rule

8.1.038). Slight touching of handlebar with back of
leg (if “standing”) gives no devaluations.
Q5

1036 Side Pedal Stand
if the right foot standing on the pedal, and the left
foot standing (step) on the right foot.. the leg is
closed, only the feet is not it is ok or 100%?
According the English rules “both feet on one
pedal”. But in the German rules is (translated)
“Stand with closed Legs on one pedal”. So a
contradiction/error. This should be changed within
the English rules (2018?) The German text is
according the intention of the figure; so allowed to
stand with one foot on top of the other. No
devaluation.

Q6

1040 Side kneeling foot cranking
if the left foot riding on the pedal, is it allow the hip
sitting on the right leg or right heel? It is ok or 100%
Within the rules is nothing written that it is not
allowed to sit on the leg. Clear; no devaluation.

Q7

1047 1048 Stand bent on pin
is it allow the leg which is standing on the pin, place
next to the saddle on in front of the saddle
Within the rules nothing is written about the position
of the leg which foot is standing on the pin. So
mentioned position is allowed.

Q8

1051 Bent Knee Seat
(Answered) it is allow to sit on the heel which stand
on the frame.
Within the rules nothing is written about that it is
not allowed to sit on the heel. So sitting on the heel
is allowed

Q8

1076 Framestand
one foot on the front frame, other foot on the rear
frame, but can the foot touching the top frame? It is
ok or 100%?
Within the English rules nothing is written that it is

not allowed to touch the top tube. If it is touched this
is not “standing on”. So this is allowed.
Within the German rules is mentioned (translated)
That one foot may only stand on the front tube and
the other foot may only stand on the saddle tube.
The word only is the difference with the English
text, but does not mean that it is not allowed to
touch the upper tube (perhaps a revision of text in
German rules is needed (2018?))
Q9

1091 Lying on handlebar
can the upper body (chest) touching / lying on the
saddle? It is ok or 100%?
According the rules “Lying with front of body on the
Handlebar”. If the upper body is lying at the same
time at the Saddle; the figure is not according
the description. Devaluation 100% (figure not
recognized 8.1.038)
Please note that a slight touch of the saddle with
upper body can be devaluated with a X or Wave.

Q10 1092 Lying on saddle
can the upper body (chest) touching / lying the
middle part of the handlebar? It is ok or 100%?
According the rules “Lying with front of body on the
Saddle”. If the upper body is lying on the handlebar,
the figure is not according the description.
Devaluation 100% (figure not recognized 8.1.038)
Please note that a slight touch of the handlebar with
upperbody can be devaluated with a X or Wave
Please note that at “freehanded” it is allowed to lie
with stretched arms on the handlebar.

